Hello! My name is Averi Rose, and I am running to be your Vice-President of the Dexter
Drama Club. Footloose was my 4th time in a DDC production, my second time as an actor.
Previously I was on Makeup and Publicity Crew for Sherwood and Head of Publicity for Romeo
and Juliet.
As Head of Publicity, I was fairly new to the crew and only had four crew members, yet,
I was still able to accomplish everything that was asked of Publicity. I picked up the traits needed
for publicity quickly, adapting to a new atmosphere while leading simultaneously. These skills
are some that I would carry over if I became an officer. Even though I am not an officer this year,
I am confident I can adjust to being an officer quickly.
I have talked with our current Vice-President, Emmy Rhizal, about what it takes to be the
VP. What duties I would have to fulfill, and what challenges I may face. After learning so much
about the position, I am confident I could take it over with passion and stride.
One of the Vice-President's responsibilities is masterclasses. Masterclasses are great
opportunities for Drama students to learn from professionals about things they may love. A goal
of mine if I were to come into this position would be to make sure masterclasses cover all areas
of theater, allowing all drama students to advance their skill set. If elected, I will work hard to
ensure that masterclasses are kept going, finding wonderful people to educate inspiring theater
professionals.
Another duty of the VP is running the Facebook page. I am very present on social media,
and I am assured that I could easily engage the Dexter Drama Club audiences using this
platform.
An important skill needed to be the Vice-President is communication with the President. I
will always be willing to help my President and fellow officers with anything they need. I will
work with them to create a fun experience for everyone in the club. We will listen to common
suggestions from drama members on how we, as student officers, can improve the club for our
peers and find ways to accommodate those needs.
Thank you,
Averi Rose :)

